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The theme of the current issue is on
“Positive Mental Health” (PMH). Unlike a
specific mental illness or a specific age group,
we may have different understanding of what
the topic refers to. This probably reflects the
growing model building, field practice and
research work related to our chosen theme. In
this issue, we have taken a broad definition of
PMH which includes both positive psychology
and the traditional 3-tier model of mental
health promotion.
Our long-held model on mental health
promotion is tilted towards illness prevention.
With the advancement in positive psychology
since its professional movement publicly
proposed by Martin Seligman in 1998, the
inclusion of positive psychology findings
to enhance the effectiveness of traditional
mental health promotion work is an intriguing
question both from a theoretical and practice
point of view. In this issue, an attempt to
answer this question has been put forth in the
paper entitled “Mental Health Promotion:
Challenges, Opportunities and Future
Directions” by Yip et al.
The study on mental wellness, such as
subjective well-being, has a history dated back
long before the positive psychology movement
(Diener et al, 1999). However, in recent
decade, the research and practice of positive
psychology have made great strides with a
focus on the scientific study of “happiness”.
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H o w e v e r, th e e q u iv a le n c e o f p o s itiv e
psychology to a study on happiness has been
subjected to criticisms and challenges. In
his recent work, Seligman has changed his
theoretical stand from “Authentic Happiness”
to “Well-being” which covers not only positive
emotion (i.e. happiness) but also engagement,
relationships, meaning and achievement
(Seligman, 2011). In this issue, Dr. Anthony
Tong, a well-known local advocate of positive
psychology has discussed eloquently in his
paper the importance of going beyond the
search for happiness and get into life meanings
and goals in order to achieve a flourished life.
In regard to the research aspect of positive
psychology, we are fortunate to have a paper
by a local prominent scholar Dr. Samuel Ho
and his team. Their research is on “virtues
and life satisfaction” using Hong Kong and
Mainland China subjects. The study has nicely
illustrated the importance of understanding
and evaluating positive psychology constructs
within a cultural context.
Our inclusive view on PMH is incomplete
without discussion on mental health promotion
and illness prevention. In this regard, works
targeting at children and adolescents deserve
special mention because of their probable
long-standing value. For primary prevention,
we have a paper by Lee et al. describing
a school-based mental health awareness
programme which succeeded in improving
participants’ mental health knowledge and
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reducing stigmatizing towards people with
mental illness. On secondary prevention,
early successful preventive work for children
with anxiety using a community and schoolbased approach has been documented in
the paper by Wong et al. Both papers have
succinctly illustrated our growing attention to
and awareness of the importance of sustaining
local work on different levels of mental health
promotion.
Last but no the least, we are honored to
have an extraction paper on the 2012 World
Mental Health Day, a global campaign
initiated by the World Federation for Mental
Health (WFMH) of which Ms. Deborah
Wan is its current President. This year
marked the 20 th anniversary of the World
Mental Day and a timely theme, depression,
has been chosen for global awareness. The

extraction paper has contributions from
different prominent authors describing the
history of the World Mental Health Day as
well as an appeal for actions.
I believe the six papers in this issue have
illustrated not only the wide spectrum and
fast growth of PMH but they also provide a
glimpse into our local flourishing development
in this area. I hope this issue would serve as a
fruitful stimulation to all our readers.
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This paper reviews a public health approach to mental health and illustrates
its application to the development of a local mental health promotion
programme. The challenges of the public health approach being limited to
mental illness prevention and the opportunities of expanding the approach
by incorporating mental wellness enhancement are discussed. An integrated
framework of mental illness prevention and mental wellness enhancement is
proposed. Some working examples of preventive constructs associated with
mental illness prevention and positive constructs associated with mental
wellness enhancement are given. For future directions, this integrated
framework could be used in designing and evaluating mental health
promotion programmes.
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Mental health problems affect people
globally; with more than 450 million people
suffer from mental disorders (World Health
Organization, 2010). The cost of dysfunction
and disability to the society due to mental
disorders is enormous. Besides, the age of
onset of high prevalence mental disorders
emerges in adolescence and early adulthood (de
Girolamo, Dagani, Purcell, Cocchi & McGorry,
2012). Thus, it is important to provide early
identification and intervention to reduce the
risk of developing mental health problems
in young people. There has been increasing
efforts in developing mental health promotion
programmes for young people in different parts

of the world (Durlak & Wells, 1997; Spaulding
& Balch, 1983), including Hong Kong. Most
of these community-based efforts to mental
health promotion tap the broad framework of
the public health approach to mental health.
The Public Health Approach to Mental
Health
There are four essential steps in the public
health approach (see Figure 1), which are
surveillance (i.e. defining the problem through
systematic data collection), risk (protective)
factor identification (i.e. conducting research
to identify the factors that increase or decrease
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